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There are few things as personal or important to an individual 
as their name. The appropriate use of a name or nickname is 
also frequently used to convey some additional meaning. For 
example, there are different shades of meaning if I sign a 
memo or letter with "Bill," "Bill Parmley," William W. Parm- 
ley" or "WWP." I suspect hat each reader of this column has 
similar shades of meaning when they sign off memos and letters. 
Similarly, we can be very sensitive to how we are addressed. 
Society has chosen to recognize physicians by calling them 
Doctor so and so. In a professional setting, we are invariably 
addressed in this manner by patients and professional person- 
nel, and in some sense have come to expect his as a "right," or 
at the very least as the "norm." I know physicians who get very 
upset when they are not addressed as "Doctor" even when they 
are away from their work setting. With most of us, I suspect 
that we would prefer using first names or nicknames among 
ourselves in informal settings. Certainly, how we are addressed 
can be very enlightening. At home at 7 eM when I am addressed 
as "William" on the telephone it is easy to identify a sales 
telemarketer. 
The above discussion is a prelude to a letter that I received 
from Ms. Judith Hopkins of Stamford, Connecticut, who read 
my page on the doctor-patient relationship (1). It was a 
complaint regarding the way that she has been addressed by 
physicians he has seen. She refers to 
the habit of every Doctor I see to call me by my first name, and 
yet refer to her/himself, perhaps when she/he calls me on the 
phone, as Doctor LastName. It seems petty and confrontational 
to ask to be called Mrs. MyLastName; it is hopeless to simply 
start calling them by their first names, for they pretend to not 
get the hint and go right on the way they were. I find it insulting 
and entirely too familiar to be addressed by my first name by 
those with whom I have a business relationship--most espe- 
cially when similar familiarity on my part is openly discouraged. 
Who do you doctors think you are?? You may have spent en 
years or so earning your medical degree and tens of board 
certifications, etc., etc., to put on your office walls. That does not 
confer upon you the privilege of addressing anyone in a manner 
that conveys subordination. Dr. Parmley, for me one of the keys 
to a successful ongoing doctor-patient relationship is mutual 
respect; in fact, you allude to respect in your article. Please 
understand that "respect" shows up crystal clearly in how the 
patient is addressed. In my opinion and experience, Doctors do 
not understand this and are often guilty of violating this boundary. 
I find several points in this letter quite compelling. Just 
because society has decided to address physicians as 
Dr. LastName does not mean that we owe less respect o 
patients. Certainly we should never convey subordination i  
any way. It seems important o begin every initial experience 
with a patient by addressing them as Mr., Ms. or Mrs., as is 
appropriate. When patients are seen over a longer period of 
time, it may be appropriate to consider a less formal salutation. 
I personally feel very comfortable when long-standing patients 
of mine address me as "Bill" during an office visit because we 
have become good friends who use first names. Before consid- 
ering using first names of patients, however, it seems important 
to ask them how they would like to be addressed. We should 
never assume that just because we have seen them on more 
than one visit, we can now address them in a more familiar way. 
However, the purpose of this editor's page is not to suggest an 
algorithm or set of guidelines whereby we can determine whether 
or not we can use a less formal manner in addressing patients. 
Rather, the purpose of this page is to heighten our sensitivity to 
an ongoing problem in the doctor-patient relationship. I agree 
with the letter writer that we "are often guilty of violating this 
boundary." I trust that this discussion can be added to the 
previous one (1) in helping us to maintain an appropriate and 
healthy doctor-patient relationship. 
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